The DRS 2006 Professional Package Version 2.2
1. The DRS 2006 Launcher
Before any module is started after the initial installation of DRS 2006, you first need to start the DRS
2006 Launcher.

This module gives you access to each part of the program using a single mouse click. The Launcher
provides you with a visual overview of all the modules that are registered in your DRS 2006 Package. You
must register your DRS 2006 Package in this module before you can start using DRS 2006, but this only
needs to be done once.

Enabling DRS 2006
When you start DRS 2006 for the first time, you will need to unlock the system before any of the buttons
are enabled. To do this locate the button 'Enter Registration Key'. A new window will pop up and provide
a place to enter your registered name and registration key. You will receive this information from the
DRS 2006 Support Center after your purchase any DRS 2006 Package.

Be careful to put the information in exactly as it was sent to you from the DRS 2006 Support Center. If
you received your registration by email simply copy and paste the information into the space. Once you
insure all the information is correct click on the 'Register' button
If the registration information was entered correctly the buttons of your registered Package will be now
be enabled and you can immediately start using your DRS 2006 system by clicking on any button that is
enabled to start a module.
You can easily identify which modules are available in your system by looking at each individual module.
Any module that is enabled in your system will display a green led while a module that is not available
will display a red led. On an enabled module, the module name changes to a bright blue as you move
your mouse over it. To start working in the module just click it and the module will open.

Enabling the DRS 2006 Plugins
If you do not want to use the DRS 2006 Broadcast Processor Plugins for any reason in some or all DRS
2006 modules, you can disable/enable them separately in every module by pressing 'Audio Processor
Plugins Setup'. If the checkboxes are checked, the plugin will be used in the particular module.

Congratulations! You now have the power of the worlds most advanced broadcast automation system at
your command. With DRS 2006 things don't get harder, they just get better.

2. The DRS 2006 Database Connector
When you first launch DRS 2006 you need to ensure that it is connected to the database. This is
accomplished using the 'Database Connector' button. Although small in size this module is very
important to the system. It establishes a database connection to the DRS 2006 system database, and
confirms that DRS 2006 is setup properly.

Setting the database path
Setting or changing the database path is easy. Open the DRS 2006 Connector and locate the box titled
'Connected To Database Directory' at the top of the screen. If you desire to change or use another
directory use the folder icon to select the new path.

The Playlist Directory
The playlist directory is a directory where your playlist resides. It has no special function in the DRS 2006
itself except to point DRS 2006 to your playlist directory. You will always be in the correct directory when
you need to open a playlist eliminating the need to navigate to the correct folder each time you need
access to your playlist.
The default Playlist directory when you first installed DRS 2006 was set to: "C:\DRS2006\DigitalPlaylists".
If you want to change it to something different, click on the folder and navigate to the path and folder
you desire, if the folder does not exist you must first create it before you can change to the folder.

Connecting the Audio Directories
All audio files in the database reside in one of three audio paths listed in the main screen and titled
'Connected to Audio Directories'. The default install path is "C:\DRS2006\DigitalAudio". The demo audio
files were also placed in this directory. When you are ready to add your own files, the first step is to copy

them into one of the three directories you set in the 'Connected to Audio Directories' section. These
directories can be on a network drive and you can use any subdirectory you desire.
For example
D:\MP3Data
E:\MP3Data2
You can make a directory of "D:\MP3Data\A\" But note that the " \A" does not have to be inserted
because it is a subdirectory of "D:\MP3Data".

Important:
Only create an audio path without blanks - An example of a bad path would be:
"C:\MP3 Data" (note the space in between MP3 and Data). A correct path would be "C:\MP3-Data". You
can use as many subfolders as you want desire. Example "C:\MP3DATA\The80s".

Subfolders within Directories:
NOTE: If you wish to keep track of your audio by artist name it is possible to create sub folders within
your directory. Example the artist Bon Jovi may be placed in the subfolder entitled "B" contained with
the directory "E:\MP3Audio\B". The database connector will recognise that the file is within the
directory even though you may have simply set the path as "E:\MP3Audio".

Checking the Database Connection , Database Integrity
Before the Database Integrity check will provide you with any meaningful results ensure that you have a
few files in your audio folder and that information has been entered in the Audio Manager. By default
DRS 2006 has set up a few demo files to get you started.
Locate the button marked 'Check Database Integrity' at the bottom of the Database Connector screen.
Before you depress this button take notice of the status screen on the right. The time is displayed at the
top as well as the day of the week, the date, month, and year are below the main clock. The clock derives
the time information from Windows, if the time and date are not correct you will need to set them using
Windows.
On the Status Screen, below the time and date information is the status of your 'Connection', 'Audio
Integrity' and 'Status'. Take note of the 'Connection' message, and then locate the button at the bottom
of the screen marked 'Check Database Connection' this will check your connection to the database you
set up earlier. If it is correct you will see the 'Passed' message.
Now let's check the Database Integrity. Note the message that is currently displayed and depress the
'Check Database Integrity' button. Keep your eye on the 'Audio Integrity' display, you should see it return
the 'Passed' message. There is also a status bar titled 'Database Integrity' near the top of the screen that

will show activity when the integrity is checked and turn green if everything checked okay.
If you get a error after checking your database you will need to correct it before continuing on. A major
error would be a missing file. A file that you specified in the Audio Manager is either missing or is not in
the path you selected.

If an audio file is missing you have two options:
1. You can copy the missing file into one of the 3 audio paths.
2. You can delete the missing file in the database. This can either be done in the Audio Manager or
directly with the 'Remove Item' button which is only enabled if the DRS 2006 has found a missing file in
the database.
Note this does not delete the actual file just the reference to the file and path information that is in the
Audio Manager.
A somewhat less serious error might be missing the tag information about the file item. Although this
will not keep the item from playing it is important to have the information later on when you use the
playlist and shuffle functions.
NOTE: The Database Integrity check is a Database function only and is not a check of the actual sound
file itself. If the sound file has noise or is incomplete then you need to replace the sound file with one
that you know is okay. The Database Integrity function checks files that are referenced in the Audio
Manager. The check confirms that the file is in the database folder and if there is any missing tag
information.
Once you are finished with the Database Connector click on the 'Save and Exit' button to return to the
'Launcher'.

Common Questions:
Question: Does the Database Integrity checker repair my audio files?
Answer: No. The Database Integrity Check only confirms that the audio files are present.
Question: How does the Database Integrity Checker know that files are missing?
Answer: A file is considered missing if it is listed in the Audio Manager but cannot be found in one of
your three audio directories.
Question: Can my audio files exist on a CD?
Answer: Yes, as long as they are in a audio format that DRS 2006 supports.
Question: Can I get access to files on a network?
Answer: Yes.

Question: Can I move my audio files to a different drive later on?
Answer: Yes, just set the new path using the Database Connector, that's it.

3. The DRS 2006 Audio Manager
The encoded audio files, the files that you actually hear are placed in one of three available directories or
folders within the Database Connector. The Audio Manager contains specific information about each of
those individual sound files. The Audio Manager quite literally is what the name implies. Once the sound
files are copied onto the system, into the already pre-assigned directories or folders, you make them
available to DRS 2006 using the Audio Manager.

Adding new files to the DRS 2006 database
Inside the Audio Manager you have a variety of tools that will permit you to add or remove your audio
files within the database. Several different sound files including mp3, mp2, wav, wma etc. can all be
used.
A database is used, because to effectively make radio automation work you need more information for
each item besides just the artist and the song title. Some of this information may already be stored in the
mp3 file. The database is used to store additional information about each item, like cue points and fade
times.
Overview
The steps showing how to add files will be described in detail, but first this overview will help you to
understand why tag information is important as well as the other settings for files you will be adding. A
clear understanding here will save a lot of time and trouble later.
To add audio files to the DRS 2006 database, you use the 'Insert New Items' button. A pop up box will
appear and ask you to select the type of files you want to add to the database. By default the type 'New'
will appear in the field.
NOTE: When files are added to the database a method is needed to identify the new files from the
existing files. The name 'New' is used for the new file's 'Type'. We will cover this in a later topic about the

classification of the file.
Once new files have been added you can change the type and adjust the audio settings, cue points and
fade settings. You will want to add information in the tags fields if the MP3 file did not supply it. If
information is available from the MP3 file, DRS 2006 will extract that information and fill in the correct
field automatically, if no information is available from the file then the Title and Artist will to be marked
as 'New' clearly showing you that these fields require data.
Why the tag information is important:
The tags fields in a MP3 file and the DRS 2006 database are identical with one exception. While both the
MP3 file and the DRS 2006 database both contain a 'Type' field, DRS 2006 will use this field later for
other purposes. Additionally if you have entered the tag information once, you will not have to put the
same information in again.
Ripping And Tagging
Ripping is a term that is used to describe the process of getting the music information from a CD to your
hard disk. You cannot simply put a CD in a player and save it to your hard drive. Some method to "Rip" or
copy the music from the CD to the hard disk is needed.
How To Rip
To rip a CD you need a ripper program. This is an application that will read the CD and then allow you to
save the information to your hard disk as an MP3 file. The more advanced ripper programs will also auto
tag the mp3 files for you with the help of an internet database called CDDB or Freedb. The CD may not
have the tag information about the artist or song title on it and all that may appear for example is
Track1.mp3, Track2.mp3, etc.
When a CD query is made to CDDB or Freedb the length of the CD will be compared to the external
database and will identify the CD. The CD information will be filled in automatically for you. Don't worry
about finding CDDB or Freedb. A good ripper program will provide you with a function in the program
that will look at the length of the CD you have in the player and connect to the database via the internet
automatically.
Auto Tagging
If the MP3 files you have ripped do not have the tags or cannot be retrieved from the internet, you can
auto tag them with a default tag by using a program like the MP3/Tag Studio program. You can find
MP3/Tag on the internet at http://www.magnusbrading.com/mp3ts/. You will want to set the auto
tagger to use a default name in the artist and title, use a unique name so you can easily identify it later
and then start your auto tagging process. Once done, regardless of how many new files you had without
a tag, they will now be tagged with the default name you chose for the artist and title. The audio files are
now prepared for use with DRS 2006. Move the ripped audio files with the default name tags into one of
the three audio paths. You are now ready to start using the Audio Manager and can begin inserting the
new files into the database.

Adding Files in The Audio Manager
Begin by clicking on the Audio Manger button from the Launcher screen. Once the Audio Manager
screen opens locate the 'Insert New Items' button and click it once. A pop up box will open and the word
'New' will appear in the text box, don't change this, in a minute you will see why. Now click on the 'OK Load Files' button. A new window will open which should be the audio folder or directory where you
copied your audio files.
NOTE: If you wish to keep track of your audio files by artist name it is possible to create sub folders
within your directory. For example the artist Bon Jovi may be placed in the subfolder entitled "B"
contained with the directory "E:\MP3Audio\B".
The database connector will recognise that the file is within the directory even though you may have
simply set the path as "E:\MP3Audio".

Now locate the new files you added to the directory earlier and begin selecting the files you want to add.
If you want to add multiple files hold down the Ctrl key and click on each file you want to add. If you
make a mistake and want to deselect the file just click it again while holding the Ctrl key. If you want to
add a block of files simply click on the first file in the block, then find the last file in the block, hold down
the shift key and then click on the last file. The entire block will be selected.
When you are satisfied with the files you have marked, click on the 'Open' button and the process of
adding the files into the Audio Manager will start. When the process has completed you will be returned
to the Audio Manager. Now to the reason we wanted the type marked as 'New'. Locate the button
marked 'Filter New Files' and click it once. Now look at the large LCD screen and you will see the first file
in the list. All your New files are there! Now let's go on with the 'MP3 Tag Editor'.

MP3 Tag Editor
Locate the 'MP3 Editor' button and click it once. A window will open that will display the MP3 Tag
information and the DRS 2006 Database information. The difference here is that the MP3 tag is unique to
the MP3 file, while the data in the DRS 2006 database is unique to DRS 2006. Once the MP3 file has tag
information written to it that information will be available to any program capable of displaying the tag
information, the tag information becomes a part of the MP3 file.

Normally if you tagged your audio files correctly before adding them to the database you should now see
the artist and title of the file in both the 'MP3-Tag' and the 'DRS 2006 Database' block.
If this is not the case or if you want to fill in any of the other information (e. g. the album or year) you can
simply fill in the fields on your own. Note that you only have to put in the information in the 'MP3-Tag'
fields. Afterwards you can simply copy the information to the 'DRS 2006 Database' side: Look at the two
sets of arrows in between the two database blocks. The arrow pointing to the right will copy the
information from the MP3 side to the DRS 2006 database and the left arrow will copy from the DRS 2006
database to the MP3 tag field. Depress the right arrow on each field to fill in the DRS 2006 database.
Note that at the bottom of the database fields there is no arrow for the 'Type' field. The reason is that
the 'Type' is information that you will assign as a 'Type' to describe your file. Later you will see this tool in
action. For now just leave it marked 'New'. Once you are satisfied with the information in the fields click
on the 'Save MP3 Tag' button and then click on the 'Exit' button to return to the "Audio Manager".
NOTE: Always make sure your audio files are not write-disabled when you add them to the database
otherwise you will get an error message when you try to edit and save them later on. In case you get a
message like 'Cannot open file ...' when you exit the 'MP3 Tag Editor' simply disable the write protection
of your audio files. The easiest way to do this is by selecting the whole directory in which your audio files
are and changing its attribute with the windows explorer to write-enable.

Overview of the Audio Manager displayed data fields:
Artist (editable): Name of the Artist.
Title (editable): Title of the song.
Filename (not editable): The exact name of the audio file.
Comment (editable): Comment for this item. This could be an ID number or any other information for
internal use.
Time (not editable): This is the total play time of the current audio file.
Type (editable): Type of audio file (see "Type" topic below)
Information (editable): Information about the audio file for the DJ. This will appear in the "On Air
Studio". Module
Year (editable): Year of audio file.
End (editable): This shows the DJ in the On Air Studio what type of end the audio file has. There are 2
predefined types: F - (Fade's at the End, audio fades out slow) and C - (Cold End, audio stops
immediately). You can also insert any other characters here for your own end type.

Setting the Audio Options
Now that you have completed inserting information about your audio file. Let's proceed with the audio
settings.
If you click the large green 'START' button (shortcut Ctrl + Enter) the Audio Manager will start playing the
current song from the beginning. You can now listen to the song and adjust different audio settings.
There are two sliders that control the position of the playback. The Tracker indicates the current position
of the playing song. With the 'Goto' slider you can jump to a specific position in the audio file. Normally
this is positioned at 20 seconds before the song ends. To adjust it Simply move the position of the slider
with the mouse and then click on the 'Goto Position' button (shortcut F4) and the song will start playing
from the new position.

When you click the 'STOP' button (shortcut Ctrl + 0) the playback stops. You can adjust the sliders to set
the cue points and fade times with the song playing or stopped. You can also use the buttons on the right
to do this in real time while the song is playing. If the current playing position is a good cue point out,
then simply press 'Set Cue Out'. This works with the other buttons on the right side as well.
Example: Let’s suppose you need to set the cue out to a very precise point. Start the music playing and
when it gets to precisely the point you want the next item to start, click the 'Set Cue Out' the cue point
will be set to that position. If you did not get it quite right the first time you can repeat it as many time as
you need to get it exactly the way you want it. Alternatively you may adjust the slider with your mouse
by dragging it in increments or by using the big green arrows to the right of the digits.

Overview of the Audio Manager sliders and their meanings:
FADE IN TIME: This slider defines the time that a song fades from zero volume to full volume once it has
started. Normally it is set to zero seconds which means the song starts with full volume. The slider has an
adjustable range of 0 to 20 seconds.
FADE OUT TIME: This is the time a song fades from full volume to zero volume after reaching the Cue
Point Out. Normally this is set to 5 seconds which works for most songs. You can adjust this slider in a
range from 0 to 20 seconds.
CUE POINT IN: This is the point in the song where playback starts. By default it is set to zero seconds
which means the song starts at the beginning. You can set this to any point in the current title.
CUE POINT OUT: With this slider you can define the point at which the next song starts playing while the
current song is still playing. This is a very powerful feature of DRS 2006, It allows you to continuously play
your audio files without gaps. Normally it is set to start the next song 10 seconds before the end of the
song that is currently playing. Later in the 'On Air Studio' while using a playlist, the new song will start
and begin to play, once the current song playing has reached the 'Cue Out Point'. Setting this value to '0'
means it won't fade out at all. You can set this point anywhere you like within the current title.
INTRO: Many songs begin with music and after several seconds the artist begins to sing. Some DJs like to
talk during this period. This is called "ramp talk" or "intro talk". Setting this slider to a point just before
the vocal begins will let the DJ know that the music intro is ending. (a good guide for this is to set the
Intro to 1 second prior to the artist singing) In the 'On Air Studio' you see this as a count down timer to
let the DJ know how much time is remaining before the music intro ends and the vocal portion starts.
You can always monitor and watch the Volume Level Indicator for any change a different value may have
caused. You can adjust the values of the cue and fade controls until you get the song to fade and cue
precisely the way you want it. In broadcast reality you really can't set the cue points perfectly, there is
just no way of knowing in advance what the prior or next title selection will might be. We also thought
about that!
Later in the DRS 2006 Playlist Editor you can fine tune any setting you feel might be necessary to get the
exact setting and feel for your playlist. When you create your playlist you will add various combinations
of songs together at random. The items you select will use the default settings for the cue in points, cue
out, fade in and fade out, when you first add them. Once your playlist has been assembled you now have
the power to adjust the fades and cues to match your playlist to precisely start the next song and fade at
just the right time. When you have it set just the way you want it you can save your master piece for
future use to be used again or in combination with other Playlists.

To summarize, the settings that you set can be whatever you want them to be when an audio file is
called upon for use. The 'Shuffle Manger' will use these settings for instance. In the 'Playlist Editor' you
can change the default settings to match your playlist without worry that you have changed your default
settings, they will remain the same until you go back to the Audio Manager and change them.

Classify ('Type') your audio files
We now arrive to one of the most important parts of the Audio Manager. Classifying your audio files.
Classifying the type of audio file has tremendous advantages once you start creating a playlist. Searching
for a single title from a list of thousands is quick and easy using the 'Database Search Engine'. The
'Shuffle Play Manager' uses "Types" to pick the type or category of a item that you define to use in the
shuffle.

Example: Suppose you only want to play music from the 80s for a special and the sponsor is "Coca Cola".
You would want to have "Coca Cola" classified as "Coca Cola" and your music classified as the 80s. When
you set up your shuffle you will be able to pick say for this shuffle, four 80s songs in a row then one Coca
Cola then back to the 80s for two 80s songs then back to Coke for a commercial and then repeat the
shuffle. Without the use of "Types" we would have no way to selectively decide what gets played and
what does not. You can call the "Types" anything you want and you can add to them or remove them
later on.
To classify items DRS 2006 uses types
Previously when you inserted the new audio files they all had the type set as 'New'. It will now become
clear why the 'New' file type is anything but a useless name. If you have not already done so click the
'Reset Filter' button. Only the "new" files will be selected and you are free to give them any 'Type' name
you choose. The Default installation of DRS 2006 sets up five predefined general types: Commercial,
Jingle, Music, Promotion and Report. You can easily define and add your own types, for example to
specify the exact type of music for the 80s, Simply enter the name 80s as the new type and press the
'Add Type' button. You can also remove types from the list. This is done by pressing the 'Remove Type'
button.

NOTE:
It is possible to remove types even if they are currently used by some items of the database. DRS 2006
will still work, but you will no longer be able to use these types once they are removed. If you remove a
'Type' accidentally just add the 'Type' back and everything will be fine.
Once you decide what your "Type" names will be called, add them to the database using the 'Add Type'
Once you have all the "Type" names entered you can now go to each of your audio files and assign them
a "Type". You can use the drop down scroll box to select the available 'Type'. Once you have the "Type"
set and all the other audio and cue settings the way you want, click the 'Save Item' button to save your
settings.
Important:
Do not use these characters within the "Types". These Special characters are " ' " or " ´ " or " ` ". These
characters can cause an error to occur in the Database Engine. So use for example "80s" instead of
"80's".

Dynamic Types
There is a special audio file type that is called a 'Dynamic' type. In case this type is not already predefinded you can insert this type by simply typing it in the types field and then pressing 'Add Type'. An
audio file with the type 'Dynamic' will force all the DRS 2006 modules to recalculate the full time of the
audio file each time it is used or selected. While it is recalculating the green LED with the 'D' on it will
illuminate.

A 'Dynamic' file type is used for audio files that frequently change hourly, a news broadcast for example.
If you have a file called news.mp3 in your database, all you need do is overwrite the file every time you
need to update it. DRS 2006 will recognize that the time length of the file has changed and will
immediately recalculate it. Using the 'Dynamic File' feature relieves you of the task of constantly
removing and inserting the file every time there is an updated file using the Audio Manager. 'Dynamic'
files will automatically be played with a cue point at the end and without a fade speed.

Controlling the Audio Manager
These are the Audio Manager control buttons. With them you can save the modifications to the song in
the database ('Save Item' button) and delete items already in it ('Remove Item' button). each time it is
used or selected. While it is recalculating the green LED with the 'D' on it will illuminate.

Deleting items means removing the item from the database. The assigned audio file will still remain in
the directory. From now on we will refer to songs in the database as items.
If you want to work on a certain type of file, a certain group of files or on a single file, you simply press
the 'Search Engine' button to filter your complete database. You do this in the Database Search Engine
which is part of almost all DRS 2006 modules and is used to navigate through your database or to find a
certain item very quickly by setting filter options. You can find out more about this powerful part of the
DRS 2006 system by clicking on the link above.
You can also navigate through your database without using the Database Search Engine by using the
buttons 'Prior' and 'Next'. This will simply jump to the next or prior item in the current filtered items. You
can always see how many items you have filtered in the display 'Filtered Items'. Here you can also reset
your filter settings by pressing 'Reset Filter'.
NOTE: After you have completed adding the new files to the database you can check them with the
Database Connector to be sure the new files don't have any problems. This is always a good practice
after you add anything new. Click on the 'Database Connector' button in the Launcher. Once the
Database Connector opens click on the 'Check Database Integrity' button and you should see the files
move rapidly inside the 'Database Integrity' window. When The integrity of each file has been checked
the status bar will turn green and you will be rewarded with the 'Passed' message in the message screen.
You will also see the total number of files that were checked in the Database Integrity window.

Now we should have explained all parts of the Audio Manager and you should be able to create a perfect
DRS 2006 database. It may look a little complicated but be sure that it isn't. With a little training on this
module you will be able to do tones of work easily and fast. So go ahead and get the feeling! It's easy...

4. The DRS 2006 Database Search Engine
The Database Search Engine is integrated in the Audio Manager, Playlist Editor, Virtual Cart Machine, On
Air DJ Studio, On Air Radio Studio, On Air Editor (PRO) and Autoplay Manager (PRO). It is used to find a
certain item very quickly or to filter certain parts of your database.

Selecting items
If you were to view the database without filtering then every item in the database would be shown. If
you have thousands of items and want to just view only Artists with the first name Roy, you would have
to scroll down to those beginning with the letter "R" and then work your way through names like Rick,
Rod, Roger before you finally came across the name Roy. Needless to say this would be very time
consuming and not very efficient. DRS 2006 has provided you with a very easy and very powerful
solution to make this task a breeze.
The Database Search Engine enables you to very easily filter certain parts of the database. For example,
you can use the search to find a specific 'Artist' or 'Title' with just one click of a mouse.
Filter
As your database grows larger over time, you will find the 'Filter' and 'Search' Engine not only a pleasure
to work with, but also a very powerful tool. To see how easy it really is, click on one of the alpha buttons
(Buttons A to Z) and select the 'Artist' button above the letters.
If you selected the letter "B" then you would see every Artist in your database that starts with the letter
"B", now select the "Title" and select "B" again. This time you filtered for all songs that start with the
letter "B".

Type Filter
Searching for the "Type" is just as easy, locate the 'Type Filter' control and use the drop down box to
select a 'Type'. All the 'Types' you have in your database will be available for selection. Select a 'Type' and
in a flash, you now have a list of everything in your database marked as that 'Type'.

Text Search
There is one other filter search that is a text search. Just typing in a few characters will generally return
the information you are looking for. For example, suppose you are trying to find a song but cannot
remember the exact name. You know the title started with "look" or "looking" but you are not sure. The
results you get will vary depending on your database, but try typing in just a few letters in the text search
and see what you find.

Here are some other examples you might try.
All titles of U2: Type U2 and then click on the 'Search' button.
All titles which begin with "If I had": Type "If I had" and then click on the 'Search' button.
This most important module in the system provides you with a very powerful utility that will quickly
navigate you through thousands of items in your database. Once you have finished using a filter you can
reset it with the 'Reset All Filters' button.
Printing
You also have the ability to print your entire database or a just a filtered part of it. Simply press the
'Print' button to print the entire database or a part of it.

5. The DRS 2006 Virtual Cart Machine
The DRS 2006 Virtual Cart Machine is a basic radio automation module. You use the virtual cart slots just
like the cart slots in the On Air Studio.

There is only one, but important difference. You have the ability to use the 'Automatic Fade'. This means,
if you have checked the 'Automatic Fade', the cart machine will fade from one slot to the other. You can
define the 'Fade Speed' on the bottom. The number you edit here is the time in seconds which every slot
will fade out with. Each slot will indicate that it is fading out with a red LED in the right top corner.
If a slot is playing and you start another slot, the playing slot will fade out and the new activated slot will
start immediately. Like already mentioned this only happens if you have the 'Automatic Fade' checked. If
you check 'Manual Fade', no slot will fade out automatically. You can manually fade them out by left
clicking or you can simply wait till the end of the title. The slots now react like the slots in the On Air
Studio.
If a slot is empty, you can put any item of the database in this slot by left clicking on it. Now the already
known Database Search Engine appears and you can use it like in every module of DRS 2006. After you
have an item in a slot, the slot turns teal. You can activate it by left clicking on it once again. While the
title is playing, the slot will be green and the display will count down from the full length to 00:00:00. If
you click again on this slot, it will fade out with the defined fade speed. Now the LED in the right top will
be lighted. A slot will stop automatically after it was played once and the background will turn to gray.
Now you can remove this item if you click on it with the right mouse button or you can start it again with
a left click. You can also load a new item from the Database Search Engine by left clicking on a slot after
the item is removed.
There are also keyboard shortcuts for the first 10 slots (left stack). Use the keys F1 to F10 on your
keyboard to toggle the cart slots or press the buttons 1 to 10 of your DRS 2006 Remote Control Panel.

We also added a new feature in version 1.51 and greater. You can now load and save special cart stacks.
This might be useful if you always use the same jingles for a special show. Simply use the 'Load Cart' or
'Save Cart' buttons to do this.

6. The DRS 2006 Playlist Editor
Now that there are audio files in your database you can begin creating playlists. A playlist is a list of songs
that will be played one after another sequentially.

Creating a playlist is simple with the DRS 2006 Playlist Editor. When you open the Playlist Editor the last
playlist that was opened with the Playlist Editor will be displayed.
Main Display Screen
The display screen in the Playlist Editor shows what items you have in the playlist and in what order they
will be played. The display shows the Artist, Title, Time, The type of end (Cue or Fade), Intro Time, Type,
Cue In Time, In (Fade In), Cue Out Time and Out (Fade Out time). These functions are set in the playlist.
Any items place in the playlist as well as any settings adjusted to a particular item are unique to the
playlist and do not affect any other playlist in the system. When you save the playlist not only are the
items saved, but the settings you make to the items are saved as well.
Clock
The clock derives the time from the system settings of your computer and can be set using Windows®.
Slider Controls
Below the main screen are five slider controls. The five-slider controls adjust the 'Fade In', 'Fade Out',
'Cue In', 'Cue Out' and the 'DJ Break' settings of the items in the playlist.

To adjust an item in the playlist first select it with your mouse by clicking on the playlist item and then,
adjust the slider control. To the right of the slider are two arrows that you can single click to make an
adjustment or hold down on the arrow with the left mouse button for a continuous adjustment. You can
watch the value change on the main screen under the function you are adjusting.
For example, if you want to adjust the 'Cue Out' time for item two in the playlist. First click on the second
item in the playlist and then click and hold the left mouse button down as you adjust the 'Cue Out' slider.
Move the slider to the right to increase the time, move the slider to the left to decrease the time. You
can see the values change in the 'Cue Out' column on the main screen as you move the slider.
These values are the same values as in the Audio Manager but unique to this playlist. Changes made to
values here don't affect any of the default settings. The default values are taken from the Audio
Manager.
DJ Break
The 'DJ Break' does not actually start or stop anything. The time setting serves as a reminder to the DJ as
to how much time has been allotted for the DJ break. The time appears in the playlist screen and in the
On Air Studio screen. See the 'Insert DJ Break'-section near the bottom of this page to learn how to insert
a DJ Break into your playlist.
Button Functions
The buttons and the corresponding description of how each button functions will be described below,
starting in the lower left-hand portion of the screen.

Autofill Playlist
Click on the 'Autofill Playlist' button and a popup screen will appear. The top screen titled 'Available
Autofill Types' displays the available type of items you defined in the Audio Manger. There is a scroll
control to move up and down in the list. Click on a type to select an item, then click on the button 'Move
To Rotation' to place the item in the 'AutoFill Rotation Types' list. If the music type of the item is
available it will be placed in the screen titled 'Autofill Rotation Types', if the type is not available a popup
message will appear with the message 'No Titles of Type xxxx available'.

Continue to add the types you want in the rotation. For example if you want six 'Music Types, two
Commercials and one Jingle, the 'Autofill Rotation Types' box would look like the list below. The list
below would play six Music types in a row, then two Commercials followed by one Jingle. Once the last
item has played the list repeats.
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Music
Commercial
Commercial
Jingle

Autofill Rotation Screen
Below the 'Autofill Rotation Types' Screen are six buttons. These buttons are used to edit the items in the
'Autofill Rotation Types' Screen.
Load Rotation
The 'Load Rotation' button when clicked will load a previously saved rotation. The default directory in
DRS 2006 is the playlist folder ("C:\DRS2006\DigitalPlaylists") with a file extension of .rot. Select the
rotation file you want and click the 'Open' button to load it.
Save Rotation
Click on the 'Save Rotation' button to save a rotation you have created in the playlist directory. Give the
file a name and depress the 'Save' button to save it.

Remove
To remove a single type click on the type you want to remove and click the 'Remove' button once. The
type will immediately be removed from the 'Autofill Rotation Types' screen.
Remove All
To remove all the types you have placed in the rotation simply click the 'Remove All' button and every
type will be removed and the list will be empty.
Move Up
Select a type and click the 'Move Up' button to move the Type up one instace. Each successive click will
continue to move the item closer to the top.
Move Down
The 'Move Down' button functions in exactly the same way as the 'Move Up' button, except it moves the
Type towards the bottom of the screen with each click of the button.
Artist Separation
Just above the 'Autofill Rotation Hours' screen is a small box titled 'Artist Separation'. This is a toggle type
control meaning you click it once to place a check mark in the box and click again to remove the check
box. If you place a check in the box then the Autofill will separate that artist providing there are at least
two different artists of the types in your Autofill.
Autofill Hours
Below the 'Autofill Rotation Types' screen is a slider that you adjust by putting your mouse pointer on
the control and holding down on the left mouse button as you slide the control to the left or right. The
digital display to the right of the slider will show the hours of Autofill as you adjust the slider. If you set
the slider to zero hours then no items will be placed in the playlist screen.
Autofill
Once you have all the types and the hours of autofill that you want click on the 'Autofill' button to begin
creating the autofill playlist. Once completed, the list will appear in the 'Playlist Editor' screen. Anything
that was in the playlist prior to clicking the 'Autofill' button will be replaced with the new autofill list.
Cancel
Clicking the 'Cancel' button exits you out of the screen but any changes you have made up to that point
will remain. Clicking the 'Cancel' button returns you to the main playlist screen.
Print Playlist
Click on the 'Print Playlist' button and a popup window will appear asking "Are You Sure?" Click the 'OK'
button and DRS 2006 will print the playlist using the default printer and settings in Windows®. The
printed list will show the name of the playlist and the total time of the playlist at the top of the page and
print the date and page number at the bottom of the page.

Audio PlugIn
An Audio Plugin is an audio module that you can add into DRS 2006. You will find an in depth description
of the Audio Plugin in the Audio Plugin section. The addition of the Audio Plugin into your DRS 2006
system, equals or exceeds those hardware equivalents costing thousands of dollars more, in fact you will
find many of the same adjustments that you are accustomed to in the hardware versions.
If you don't have the Audio Plugin you really should consider adding it to your system. Whether you go
straight on the air with your broadcast or to recording media, the Audio Plugin keeps your sound level
and sound personality constant, and without a trace of distortion. More information can be found in the
Audio Plugin section. Be sure to check this one out.
Audio Plugin Button
If you have an audio plugin installed in your DRS 2006 system you click on the 'Audio Plugin' button to
open the plugin to make adjustments. You can adjust the majority of the settings as the item is playing.
After you adjust the levels in the audio plugin you close it to return to the playlist screen. If you have the
audio plugin installed but the button is not active or you cannot open the Audio Plugin, go to the
Launcher and click on the 'Audio Processor Plugins Setup' module. Make sure there is a check mark next
to the module to enable it. If you did not have a check mark in the module, click on the empty box to the
left of the Module description to enable the plugin. You will have to close the 'Playlist Editor' and reopen it before the audio plugin will become active once you make the change.
Load Playlist
Click on the 'Load Playlist' button to load a playlist from your playlist directory. The default directory is
the DRS 2006 playlist directory located in "C:\DRS2006\DigitalPlaylists". The Playlist extension is .dbf.
Once you click on the 'Load Playlist' button and the directory opens you select the file you want to open
with a left mouse click and then click the 'Open' button.
Import Playlist
Clicking on the 'Import Playlist' button is used when you want to import a playlist that was created with
schedulers or various other softwares. Below the techniques for importing a playlist and adding it into
DRS 2006 will be described.
Importing a playlist from other scheduling software
The DRS 2006 Playlist Editor is capable of importing playlists from various other scheduling software
products like Selector, Powergold or Music Master. The import functions are completely customizable so
there are no limitations as to what scheduler you want to use. Importing playlists with DRS 2006 is easy.
You insert the structure of any ASCII file and tell the DRS 2006 system where the Artist and Title are to be
placed.

To import a playlist, start by clicking the 'Import Playlist' button. Start by naming the structure file that
contains the information and then click on the load structure name. For a new structure file, give the
structure file a name or load an existing structure file using the 'Load Structure' button. The file will end
with the extension .pst . Open the 'Playlist' directory and load a structure file. Now that DRS 2006 knows
what type of structure to look for, click the 'Load Playlist' button to load a playlist that was created for
that structure type, this file will have an extension of .asc.
To Import the Playlist, click the 'Import Playlist' button at the bottom of the popup screen and the
process will begin. Once the import process has completed you will see the list appear in the screen. If
you used one of the demo playlist, chances are that only a few of the items if any, would actually exist in
your database. In this case you will get a message that reads:

This means DRS 2006 could not find an item from the imported playlist. If the item in the imported list
referred to a file called "Will Smith - Gettin' Jiggy With It" and there is no "Will Smith - Gettin' Jiggy With
It" in your database, then the error can be resolved using the methods below.
1. Alternative: You can select an alternative structure from the DRS 2006 database. It may be that you
already have the structure item, but it is named or written differently.

2. Leave Marked: DRS 2006 will leave the item market with an error. You can work on it later if you
choose, but you really do not want leave it in this condition since DRS 2006 does not know where to find
the audio file.
3. Delete: Simply delete the item and it will be removed from the list.
4. Cancel Check: This button will omit the integrity check. All files that DRS 2006 did not find will be
marked with an error. You can return later to work on these items.
NOTE:
If you encounter a problem importing or using a file, if you will send us your playlist we will provide you
with a structure file for free, if one of the existing structure files will not work.
The second step is to load a playlist file provided by the scheduling software. If you do not already have
a structure file, you first need to discover how the third party playlist file is structured. DRS 2006 needs 5
values:
Record Length: The Number of place characters the dataset contains.
Start Position Artist: The place location where the character of the Artist field starts.
End Position Artist: The place location where the Artist field ends.
Start Position Title: The place location where the Title field starts.
End Position Title: The place location where the Title field ends.
You can examine how your playlist is structured. Open it with Windows Notepad™ or any other simple
text editor. Enter the info and then see if DRS 2006 can understand the file in the 'Test Fields'. This is
easier than it sounds!
Save Playlist As
To save a playlist click the 'Save Playlist As' button and the Playlist directory will open. You can either
name the playlist file with a new name or click on an existing name to save the new Playlist. Additionally
just below the 'DJ Break' slider is a text box called 'Playlist' you can edit the name of the play list name
and call it whatever you want. Do not confuse this with the name of the playlist file, The Playlist has a file
extension of .dbf.
New Playlist
Clicking on the 'New Playlist' button will open a popup message that asks, "Are You Sure?" If you answer
'Okay', your current playlist will be replaced with a blank list. If you have a playlist that you have not
saved, be sure to save it prior to starting a new playlist. If you want start a new playlist click the 'Okay'
button otherwise click the 'Cancel' button.

Insert New Item
Clicking on the 'Insert New Item' button will open the Database Search Engine. From here you can search
for an Item and then select it by clicking on the Item with the left mouse button. Click on the 'Select
Item' button to insert the item into your playlist.
Remove Item
To remove an item from the playlist click the item to be removed with you left mouse button and then
click the 'Remove Item' button near the bottom of the screen.
Move Up - Move Down
There are two navigation buttons available, they are the 'Move Up Item' and the 'Move Down Item'.
Select any item in the playlist and use the buttons 'Move Up Item' or 'Move Down Item' to move a item
to any position within the playlist.
Caution: The Playlist Editor will permit you to place the exact same item into the playlist one right after
the other. If the same file exists in this condition you may get unexpected results when the second file in
the list attempts to play. If however there were some reason you would want to do this, save the file as a
different name. Add the file into the Audio Manager and DRS 2006 will then treat the identical sound file
as a different playlist item and work just fine.
Insert DJ Break
A special item that does not reside in the database is called the 'DJ Break'. This item will stop the
sequence in the playlist and the DJ then has control of the program. When the playlist runs in the On Air
Studio and the time comes in the playlist for a DJ Live Break, the playlist stops and the DJ assumes
control. Remember that the DJ must click the 'Start' button to have the system resume from the point
where it stopped for the DJ break.
The DJ Time in the column 'Title' of the main screen only serves as a reminder to the DJ as to how much
time was allotted for the break. If the break was 2 minutes 30 seconds and the DJ ran over a few seconds
the DJ can continue. Once finished the DJ clicks the 'Start' Button and DRS 2006 resumes playing from
the playlist.
If you click the 'Insert DJ Break' button in the Playlist Editor you will get a pop up box where you can
enter a short comment about the break.

You can insert a comment that will be displayed in the 'Title' field of the On Air Studio display screen. For
example you could insert the message: "Weather forecast" in the comment box.

The third item is the time or projected length of the DJ break, which is set with the 'DJ break' slider.
Again this is a reminder to the DJ as to how much time is allocated for the break. Set the slider time of
the 'DJ break' first, then click the 'Insert DJ Break' button.
The comment box in the Playlist Editor will allow 45 Characters to be entered, but only the first 26 will be
displayed in the 'On Air Studio' so as not to extend into the cue information on the screen.
Insert Event
You can insert events into your playlist. With this feature of the DRS 2006 Playlist Editor you can insert an
item from the database that you want to run at a specific time into the playlist. For example, a station ID
at the top of the hour, or a news promo five minutes prior to the top of the hour.
By pressing the 'Insert Event' button you can define the event time using three sliders to set the time of
the event hours, minutes, seconds. The button at the top of the pop up window is used to select the item
to be played for the event. The selection of an event is the identical procedure as selecting any other file
in DRS 2006 from the database.

Once the item is selected and the event time is set for the item, it will be inserted into your playlist at the
event time by clicking the 'Insert Item' button at the bottom of the pop up screen. The item will be
moved to the exact place and time in the playlist and if necessary will adjust the cue point of the
previous item. When the playlist is used in the On Air Studio and the event time is reached, the item
currently playing will fade and the 'Event item' will play. When the event finishes the playlist will resume
to the next item in the playlist.
If you enter two events one on top of the other and the first event is longer or overlaps the second
event. The second event will be skipped over and the playlist will continue to the next item in the playlist
that was next to play before the event kicked in.
Full Time
Click on the 'Full time' button and DRS 2006 will calculate and display in a message box below the sliders
the total time of the Playlist. You can calculate the total time of the list at any time by clicking the 'Full
Time' button. The time will not automatically update as you remove or add items. When you are finished
editing your playlist, click the 'Full Time' button to get the finished playlist total play time.

Current Time
The 'Current Time' is the play time from the beginning to an individual play item. Click on an item in the
playlist and then click the 'Current Time' button to find the play time to the item in the list.
Jumps
The jumps control is a numerical display with two arrow controls that decrease the number with the left
arrow and increase the number using the right arrow. The purpose of the jumps will be described in
detail below. The numerical settings are the approximate time in seconds that the item will jump from
and jump to in an item. If for example a numerical value of 10 was present and a song was started, the
first 10 seconds of the song would play and then jump to the last 10 seconds before the cue out point of
the item.
The Fade Scan feature in the Playlist Editor is without doubt one of the most useful tools you will find to
precisely set your playlist to work exactly as you expect, and without any surprises at air time. If you
were not aware how the 'Fade Scan' functions in the Playlist Editor, you might think something terrible
had gone wrong in your Playlist. Nothing is wrong; it's just the 'Fade Scan' at work.
When you play or preview your playlist in the Playlist Editor it will play exactly as it will on the air with
one exception: It would require hours to sit and listen to each and every item play, cue and fade to
insure that the playlist was acceptable. The 'Fade Scan' plays just a few seconds of the item then jumps
to a point near the end of the play item. In just a short period of time you can be sure that every item in
the playlist will cue and fade at just the right time as each item is played. If a cue point or fade is not
exactly right from one item to the next, you can adjust the setting of the item until you get everything
sounding perfect. You can stop playing at any point in the Playlist, make any needed adjustments and
then start from any point in the playlist.
You adjust the fade scan points or jump points using the arrow keys. The amount of jump is equal to
approximately the number of seconds in the display.
If you set the jumps to "0" the Fade Scan will be off. That means, the playlist will run exactly as in the On
Air Studio.
Note: The adjustments you make in the playlist are unique to just the playlist you are editing, your
adjustments to a single playlist will not affect any other settings you have in any other playlists. If you
want to set a global setting for the cue or fade points of an item, you would use the Audio Manager.
The Blue "D" Indicator
Below the slider controls to the right is a blue box with a capital 'D'. This is not a control but an indicator
that will be active whenever the play list time is recalculated from a 'Dynamic' Type file that gets loaded.
Since a 'Dynamic' file has an unspecified time DRS 2006 calculates the play time of the file and then
updates the entire Playlist total play time.

Virtual Faders
The virtual faders. P1, P2, P3 are located to the right of the slider controls in the Playlist Editor screen.
They are active when any item plays, they remain inactivate until an item or multiple items begin to play.
A Virtual fader means the Playlist Editor can handle three play items all at the same time. They are active
when the disk above the fader is spinning.
With the exception of a cold start, it is normal to see two or all three virtual faders active at the same
time. As items start and finish DRS 2006 will select a virtual fader for the next item as needed.
Start
The large green 'Start' button will start any item playing in Fade Scan mode. Select any item in the
playlist with your left mouse button and then click the start button. If you have an item in the playlist
that follows the item you first started, it will begin playing as soon as the Cue Out point is reached in the
current item playing. The list will continue to play until it either reaches the end of the Playlist or you
depress the 'Stop' Button.

Stop
The large red 'Stop' button will immediately stop any item that is currently playing. There is no fade
action in the Playlist Editor.

7. The DRS 2006 On Air DJ Studio
The On Air DJ Studio is designed for the DJ who is live on the air. The On Air DJ Studio contains ten cart
machines plus a special music bed cart. Fast and easy retrieval of program resources require just a few
key strokes or mouse clicks to find an artist, song or type. The On Air DJ Studio cart slots can start the
next cart in sequence if 'Rotation' is enabled, freeing the DJ from starting the next cart and fading the
ending cart.

Once a cart is started, it will play until the cue point is reached, and then start the next cart. This
sequence will continue on to the next cart or until a blank cart is found. If all ten slots are filled, then the
last cart will start the first cart and continue this sequence until stopped. Any cart not playing can be
changed while another cart slot is playing.

Loading The Carts
When you first open the On Air DJ Studio module all the slots will be empty. To place an item in a slot
you select it from the database. The database search engine works the same way as it did in the Audio
Manager. The only difference is that in the On Air DJ Studio the database search engine is always visible
for quick access.
Loading a cart is as simple as two mouse clicks. Select the item to be placed in a slot and click the left
mouse button, then left click the slot position where you want to place the item and your done! If you
want to remove the item just right click on the slot to remove it.
After an item is placed in the slot you will see information about the item appear on the face of the
button. The title and the length of the item will be displayed. There is also a red indicator, which will be
active when the cue is active.

Just like in the old cart machine days, before we can put a different cart into a slot, we must remove the
one that is currently in the slot. Use the right mouse button and click on the slot to remove an item.
An item cannot be accidentally removed while it is playing or at the cue point. Again just like the
mechanical cart machine, you have to wait for the cart to stop playing before you can pull it out. The big
difference here is you no longer need to wait until a lot of dead tape runs until finally getting back to the
beginning of the tape.
Starting And Stopping the slots
When an item is first placed in a slot, the title information and time are displayed on the face of the
button. The color of the button will be light blue in color. This will change to a green color while the item
is playing, and to grey once played. With just a glance at the console screen, you have a visual indication
of what has played and what has not.
Before we start a slot playing, one function will affect how the slots are started. At the very bottom of
the screen directly under the database alphabet, you will find the 'Rotation' and 'Manual' selectors.

If you select the 'Rotation' button then when a cart is about to end and the cue point is reached, it will
start the next slot in sequence. If the next slot is empty, it will not jump over the empty slot but instead
will stop. The red indicator will become active indicating a cue start was reached for the next event, but
nothing will fire. If the 'Manual' function is selected then nothing will be sequenced or started. In the
'Manual' mode, each slot must be started manually.
To demonstrate the actions, put an item in the first three slot positions and then put an item in slot 10.
Select the 'Rotation' mode and then go to the first slot position. Left click using the mouse, or use the
keyboard short cut (F1) to start the item. You will see several things start to happen when the item
starts.
The button face will turn green and a count down time will show the remaining time left for the item
playing, when the cue point out is reached, the red indicator will become active and the next slot will
start. This will continue until an empty slot is reached. Unless you start something manually, nothing will
play. Once an item has been played, the button color changes from blue to grey and remains this way

until replaced with a different item.
Once a slot starts playing and you left click it again to stop it, the slot will fade using the settings in the
'On Air Setup'. However, if you do choose to stop using this method, it will not start the next slot. The
cue indicator will become active when the end is reached, but everything comes to a halt.
You can start any slot position at any time. If for example, slot #1 is playing and you start slot #2, then
slot #2 will start and slot #1 will fade and stop. If there is an item in slot #3, then when slot #2 reaches
the cue point, slot #3 will start and this sequence will continue to advance until an empty slot is found.
A Continuous Loop
If you want a continuous loop then every slot must have an item in it. If say you start slot #10, once slot
#10 cues out, then slot #1 will start. As long as you have something in each slot position, it will continue
to advance and start the next slot position as long as the 'Rotation' mode is selected.
Music Bed Slot
This slot is different from the others in that it will not start from any other slot. The cue out indicator will
still be active when the cue out point is reached, but this is just a visual indicator for the DJ, it does not
start another slot position. The 'Drop Now' control does not affect the 'Music Bed' Slot.

The manual slider level in the 'Music Bed' Slot and rate of change are all set in the 'On Air Setup'. These
same settings also apply to the three virtual faders P1, P2 and P3. A Virtual fader means that the On Air
DJ Studio can handle three play items all at the same time.

On Air Setup
The 'On Air Setup' functions exactly as it does in the other modules except that only the controls that
pertain to the On Air DJ Studio are displayed. There are only three settings shown: the 'Manual Fade Out
Seconds' , 'Drop Level Out Seconds' and the 'Drop Down Percentage'.

Manual Fade Out Seconds
This controls the rate, of how fast the fade will react when you manually adjust it. Setting this value to
low could cause an item playing to sound as though it was cut off or ended abruptly. A value of three
seconds is a good starting value.
Drop Level Percentage
The 'Drop Level Percentage' is the audio level you want the playing item to drop to when you click the
'Drop Now' or 'Drop Next' controls. While an item is playing click on the 'Drop Now' button and the level
will drop to the setting you have in the 'On Air Setup'. This is a toggle type control, meaning you click it
once to drop and click again to return to full volume. There is a red indicator that is active when the
'Drop Level' is in effect. A good value for this setting would be one second for the 'Drop Level', and sixty
five for 'Drop Down'.
An example might be if a DJ wanted to talk over the current song. With just a single click on the 'Drop
Now' button, the song playing would fade down to the preset level and continue to play. Once the DJ
was through talking, clicking the control again returns the song to full volume.
The 'Drop Next' function works the same way, except it will drop the next item to be played to the preset
level (Drop Down) when it starts. If the DJ anticipated he needed to say something, but did not want to
talk over the current item playing, he could select the 'Drop Next' control. When the next item plays, it

will be at a reduced level until the 'Drop Next' control is clicked again to return to full play volume.
Additionally if the DJ wanted to talk over the end of the currently playing item and the beginning of the
next item, he would click the 'Drop Next' button first, then clicking on 'Drop Now' at the required
moment will enable the DJ to perform this task with ease. Clicking 'Drop Next' will return the new track
to full volume.
Audio Plugin
If you have an Audio Plugin installed, clicking this control will open the Audio Plugin to permit
adjustments. If you have the Plugin installed but the control does not appear to function then check your
settings using the Launcher. Open the 'Audio Processor Plugins Setup' and ensure you have a check mark
in the module.
Info
Beneath the Database alphabet box is a control labeled 'Info'. By clicking on this control the information
about an item in the database is displayed. To view the info highlight an item in the database screen and
click 'Info'. Everything about this item will be displayed. You add or modify this information using the
'MP3 Audio Tag Editor' in the Audio Manager module.

Virtual Faders
The virtual faders P1, P2 and P3 are located in the bottom right corner of the On Air DJ Studio. They are
active when any of the ten slots are playing, they do not activate with the 'Music Bed' slot.

A Virtual fader means that the On Air DJ Studio can handle three play items all at the same time. They
are active when the disk above the fader is spinning. You can use the slider to adjust the volume after
the item begins playing. Note: you can adjust the slider even if a item is not playing, but the moment the
item starts playing the slider will go to full volume regardless of where you positioned it prior to play.
With the exception of a cold start, it is normal to see two and all three virtual faders active at the same
time. As items start and finish DRS 2006 will select a virtual fader for the next item as needed.
Database Functions:
The database functions exactly as described in the The DRS 2006 Database Search Engine section. The
only difference is that in the On Air DJ Studio it is always viewable. In the DJ environment, the ability to
find items quickly is essential. The database and search engines are powerful tools to quickly locate the
title of a song or artist. If you have not read the The DRS 2006 Database Search Engine section yet, you
will find it very useful to understand how the database search works. It is used in numerous modules and
works the same in all of them.

8. The DRS 2006 On Air Radio Studio PRO
Now it is time to go on air with the On Air Radio Studio. The On Air Radio Studio is the most important
module of the DRS 2006 system.

With the DRS 2006 On Air Radio Studio you can load the playlists made with the Playlist Editor and play
them. The On Air Radio Studio is, as the name says, used in the studio section of the radio station. You
can load a playlist if you press the 'Load Playlist' button on the lower left. If you have done so, it will
appear in the middle of the screen. Now everything is ready to go. If you press the 'Start' button, the On
Air Radio Studio starts playing with the first item in the list.
The displays of the On Air Radio Studio
In this section you have different clocks and information fields. The most important one is the one
showing the actual time and date. This is taken from the PCs internal clock.

Next to the date and time, the On Air Radio Studio displays the artist and the title of the current song.
Under the title and artist fields there are four clocks:
1. Full Time: This is the absolute running time of the current song.
2. Position: This is the time, the current song is already running.
3. To Cue: This is the time that remains for the current song till the Cue Point Out is reached.
3. Intro: The intro time is defined in the Audio Manager. The intro counter runs reverse. It starts with the
defined time and counts backwards till it reaches zero.
The progress bar under these displays also indicates the 'To Cue' time.

The DRS 2006 system supports three virtual faders. Virtual fader means that the On Air Radio Studio can
handle three playlist items at the same time.

When the playlist is running, the used fader moves up and the CD symbol above it starts spinning. To talk
over the current song, you can move the fader with the mouse or you can use the 'Drop Level' functions.
See below to find out more about this function.
Below the displays and progress bar you can find the current playlist. It shows the calculated on air time,
artist, title, cue point out, end type and finally the intro time.

The controls of the On Air Radio Studio
The START/STOP controls
The 'Start' (shortcut <ENTER>) and 'Stop' (shortcut "0") buttons are the most important control functions
in the On Air Radio Studio.

With these two simple buttons you have control over the running playlist. If you press 'Start' while a song
is running, the next song will start and the current song will fade out. If you press the 'Stop' button within
the current song, the 'Stop' button will turn red.

The song will continue playing. A red 'Stop' button indicates that the playlist will stop after the current
song. We call this a 'DJ Break'. If you are in 'DJ Break' mode, the Cue Point Out will automatically be set
to the end of the current song. If you remove the 'DJ Break' mode by right clicking on the 'Stop' button or
clicking on the 'Start' button, the Cue Point Out time will be restored to it's original value and the 'Stop'
button will turn back to green again. If you press the button for a second time while the title is still
running and the button is red, the title will fade out and the playlist will stop at once. This is used for
spontaneous 'DJ Breaks'. If you don't press the 'Start' or 'Stop' button while the playlist is running, it will
continue playing the complete playlist with all programmed fades till the end or till the next 'DJ Live
Break' item.
Another special function of these two buttons is the Manual Fade. If the 'Stop' button is pressed for the
first time while a song is playing and the running time of the song has only 30 or less seconds left, the
'Start' button will also turn red. Now you can press the 'Start' button at any time to start the next song in
the playlist manually. When you do so, the current song continues running till the normal end without
any fade at all. If you use this feature at the end of the song, a manual fade is made. With a little practice
you can make cool manual fades with this function while you are live on air.
The Prior and Next controls
Located over the 'Start' and 'Stop' buttons are two navigation buttons. The 'Prior' (shortcut F4) and the
'Next' (shortcut F9) button. With these two buttons you are able to navigate through your current
playlist while all three main players are stopped. You can use this feature to jump to certain titles etc.
The drop volume level controls
There are also two very interesting buttons in this area. The 'Drop Now' (shortcut F10) and the 'Drop
Next' (shortcut F5) button. These two buttons are made for ramp talks or voiceovers. If you press the
'Drop Next' button, the LED will be lighted. This means that the next song will start at a volume
percentage you can define in the 'On Air Setup' (see below). If this happens and you press this button
again, the volume will fade back to 100%. If you press this button again while the next song is not yet
reached, the drop next function will be deactivated again (LED off). You can also press the 'Drop Now'
button to talk over a title any time. If you press it again it will fade back to the full volume. You are also
able to use both functions at the same time. The speed of the fades can also be predefined in the 'On Air
Setup'.

The Virtual Cart Slots
Forget about the old cart machines used in every radio station. DRS 2006 supplies you with three cart
slots in the On Air Radio Studio. Of course you have 30 more in the Virtual Cart Machine.

These slots can hold items of the database for instant use. Simply left click on an empty cart machine to
start the Database Search Engine. Each cart slot has its own volume control so you can easily adjust the
volume on the left side. To start playing a slot after loading it with an item of the database, left click on
it. To stop it while it is running left click on it once again. The sound will not immediately stop, it will fade
out with the manual fade out speed set in the 'On Air Setup'. To remove an item from a slot, simply right
click on it. The handling of the carts is the same as in the Virtual Cart Machine.
NOTE:
The cart slots play simultaneously over the normal sound of the playlist. You can use them to insert
sound effects, jingles or requests from your listeners. If you want to use more cart slots, have a look at
our Virtual Cart Machine which can be used in addition to the On Air Radio Studio.
The Shuffle Play Manager
With the 'Shuffle Manager' you can automate your playlists. With this great feature a radio station can
run on it's own. It will use only items of the database you have defined. To do so you simply press the
'Shuffle Manager' button. All information like Cue Points, Intros etc. will be taken from the data you
entered in the Audio Manager.

In this window you can define a real shuffle play rotation. This works like the 'Autofill Playlist' in the
Playlist Editor. After you have defined a shuffle play rotation, you simply click on 'Shuffle Now' and away
you go. Use the 'Start' button and the DRS 2006 system will not stop until you force it. Of course you can
load and save shuffle rotations. These rotations can also be used in the Playlist Editor. After returning to
the normal On Air Radio Studio screen, the shuffle play mode will be activated if you have pressed the
'Shuffle Now' button. You can also turn the shuffle play on and off by using the 'Shuffle On/Off' button
on the right side of the screen.
While you are in shuffle play mode, the DRS 2006 will put a new song at the end of the playlist every
time a title is finished. It will always follow your defined rotation and will never repeat any song till all
songs of a certain type are played. An artist separation will always be activated by default.
Over the cart slots, the On Air Radio Studio will indicate the current mode. This can be the 'Playlist Mode'
or the 'Shuffle Mode'. Of course all features like the 'Start' and 'Stop' buttons are also enabled in shuffle
play mode. Just use it like you would in the normal playlist mode. To go back from the shuffle play mode
to the normal playlist mode, you simply click on 'Shuffle On/Off'. You can switch between any mode even
when you are on air.

The internal On Air Editor
Another feature is the internal 'On Air Editor' button (shortcut F6). If you press this button, a new
window pops up.

Here you can preview the current playlist. You can scroll around as much as you want. This will have no
effect on the current program. You can also see all other information added in the Audio Manager.
Information is very important while being on air. But that's not all. Here you can also edit your running
program while it is on air. Simply use the 'Insert New Item', 'Remove Item', 'Move Down Item' and 'Insert
DJ Break' like in the Playlist Editor. You can't work on the currently playing song, but you can quickly
remove, insert or move items.

The changes you made here will be taken over into the On Air Editor when you press the 'Back On Air'
button (shortcut F6). Back in the On Air Radio Studio your changes will show immediately in them main
screen.
You see this is a very powerful part of the On Air Radio Studio. If you have the DRS 2006 Professional
Package, you can also use the On Air Editor PRO on another PC in your network to do this. With this
module you are even able to prelisten to your current playlist.

The On Air Setup
If you press the 'On Air Setup' button, you can define the fade out speed of the manual fade (START,
STOP, CARTS).

As you can see there are two more settings in this window. The 'Drop Level Out Seconds' and the 'Drop
Down Percentage'. These two settings are used with the Drop Level feature of the On Air Radio Studio.

Additional features only available in the DRS 2006 Professional Version:
We will start off with the additional 'On Air setup' feature. You can use up to 20 parallel running On Air
Radio Studios using the same database. You'll simply have to give them numbers which can be set in the
'On Air Setup' dialog box. Please do not use the same On Air Radio Studio number twice.
Another additional feature is the 'Silence Detection'. This means that the DRS 2006 will recognize if
nothing is playing and then start the next item in the playlist automatically. If there is none, it will use the

last used shuffle rotation at once. In the 'On Air Setup' dialog screen you can activate this feature and set
a certain time in seconds after which it activates automatically. You can also block this function while a
DJ Break is active by checking the 'Do not activate at DJ Breaks' box.
Another important and powerful feature is that you have the chance to have cuts at the top of the hour
or you can let the playlist/shuffle flow into the next hour without any cut of a title. Use the 'Execute
Autoplay at exactly top of the hour' flag to enable this funtion. Read more about the automation modes
below.
Full "walk away" automation modes
Now let's take a closer look at the full automation modes of the On Air Radio Studio Professional.
Compared to the Standard version the DRS 2006 On Air Radio Studio Professional has a couple of very
powerful features in addition. The autoplay modes and the Event Manager are the two main features.
These two special automation utilities are part of the On Air Radio Studio Professional and of the
Autoplay Manager module. To get the full information on these features read the section below and also
the documentation of the Autoplay Manager module.
Autoplay Mode
The Autoplay Manager can be activated or deactivated in the On Air Radio Studio Professional with the
button 'Autoplay On / Off'. The status of the Autoplay manager is indicated in the box at the top of the
'Autoplay On/Off' button.

'Autoplay at 14:59:55' means that the autoplay mode is activated and that the next information will be
read at 14:59:55. This information contains either a playlist or a shuffle play rotation and an event cart of
the Event Manager. All settings for this mode are made in the Autoplay Manager module.
This field could also show the following information instead:
'Autoplay Manager Off' means that the Autoplay mode is off. It can be activated by pressing the button
'Autoplay On/Off'.
'No Change' means that the Autoplay Manager is activated but there is no information for the next hour
set up in the Autoplay Manager module. When the next hour is reached, the DRS 2006 On Air Radio
Studio will remain in the current automation status.

Event Manager
The status of the Event Manager is indicated in the box beneath the 'Event Manager' button.
The words 'Playlist Mode' indicate that the On Air Radio Studio is in playlist mode.
This field could also show the following information instead:
'Shuffle Mode' would mean that the On Air Radio Studio is in shuffle play mode (see above).
'Event Cue' means that an event will be played at the cue point of the current title. If this status is
indicated, you can't use the 'Start' or 'Stop' button until the event is played. After the event the playlist
will be restarted automatically.
'Event On' means that an event is currently playing. After the event the playlist will be restarted
automatically.
'Next Event at 14:20:00 Cue' means that the next event is coming up at 21:10:00. This event will not be
played at the exact time. It will be played at the cue point of the currently playing title.
This field could also show the following information instead:
'Next Event at 14:20:00 Exact' means that the next event will be played at 14:20:00. This event will be
played at the exact time. The current song will fade out.
'Event Manager Deactivated' means that the Event Manager is deactivated.
You can find the Event Manager in both modules, the Autoplay Manager or directly in the On Air Radio
Studio. In the On Air Radio Studio the Event Manager can be reached by left clicking the button 'Event
Manager' located right beside the 'Autoplay On/Off' button.

After clicking the 'Event Manager' button above dialog will open. Read about this dialog in the Autoplay
Manager section of this manual. We just want to mention one thing here. When the On Air Radio Studio
Professional plays a single event nothing happens with the current playlist display. When it reaches a
mini playlist event, this playlist will be loaded into the playlist display. While the mini playlist is running
you can't use the 'Start' and 'Stop' buttons. After the cue point out of the last item of the mini playlist is

reached, the On Air Radio Studio will switch back to your normal playlist and it will go on with the next
item. All this happens without any gap, so you will not hear that the playlist was switched two times. If
you use this feature with a little skill, it will be very powerful.
The new playlist or shuffle mode and the events will be loaded five seconds before the top of the hour
and started when the clock reaches the full hour. Either with an event or directly with the playlist. Of
course you can change all options while you are on air. So you can decide to change anything just a few
seconds before an event is played directly in the On Air Radio Studio.
Here is the behavior in special situations:
- If a single event or mini playlist overlaps with an automode change at the full hour, the currently
running event will be played to the end. If there is already a new event, this event will be ignored.
- If an event is finished just a few seconds before the automode changes. The old playlist won't be
continued. Use the 'Back Timing' button ('B') in the Event Manager to set your events exactly. We had to
decide between a gap or a title playing for a few seconds and decided to use the gap. But remember if
you set the events very good, then you'll never have a gap. DRS 2006 keeps playing and playing and
playing....
- If two programmed events overlap, the second programmed event that would overlap will be ignored.
If you want to overlap events, you can use the mini playlist feature.
Logging your on air data
Another additional feature is the On Air Analyzer. The On Air Radio Studio Professional logs all your
played titles and sends them to the On Air Analyzer. This includes the playlists, carts and events, which
will be logged with the exact on air times. Get more information in the On Air Analyzer section of this
manual. By the way, in the Professional Package all titles from the Virtual Cart Machine and On Air DJ
Studio will be logged as well.
External On Air Editor
Above the 'Start' and 'Stop' buttons you can also find more additional features of the On Air Radio Studio
Professional.

Read about the 'Correction' button (shortcut F7) and the 'On Air Editor Status Panel' (located above the
cart slots) in the On Air Editor section of this manual.

9. The DRS 2006 Database Utility
The DRS 2006 Database Utility is used to maintain the database used in DRS 2006 system. Here you can
view and edit the records in the database. Additionally you can export or import records in three
different formats. Database maintenance is accomplished using the Reindex and Repack functions in the
tools section.

Database Terms
To understand how to use the Database Utility in a most sufficient way, an understanding of the
database terms and their purpose in DRS 2006 is useful. Imagine that you have a room with a file cabinet
in it. This file cabinet is our DRS 2006 database cabinet and contains all of our database files.
When you open the file cabinet you have access to each database and the records the database
contains. Depending on the database structure it will usually contain an index, records and tables.
Index
An index determines the order of the records in a table. There are differences in the way indexes work
and what information is required to define the index in different database systems.
Tables
Data in a database is organized in tables. A table name has meaning only within the database. Tables are
accessible to DRS2006 in rows (records) and columns (fields). The rows are ordered by an index.
Records (Items)
A record (in DRS 2006 we use the expression item) is a single entry in the database that contains the
fields. There may be just a single field in the record or it may contain several fields.
Fields
A field can contain various types of text or numerical data. The DRS 2006 Analyzer database

(Analyzer.dbf) contains nine fields. The field names listed in the Analyzer.dbf database are Month, Day,
Year, Ctime, Artist, title, Time, Type and comment.

The DRS 2006 Database Utility
Click the Database Utility module in the DRS 2006 Launcher to start using the Database Utility.
The Screen Layout
The screen is divided into four basic sections. They will be referred to as the Menu Tool Bar, Database
ToolBar, Database Window and the Records Window.
Menu Tool Bar
The very top of the screen is the menu tool bar. It contains four main menus, Database, tools, Window
and Help. There are sub menus in each main menu.
Database
The sub menus for the Database are: Open DRS 2006 Database (shortcut F2) , Close DRS 2006 Database,
Save and Exit (shortcut Alt+X).
Tools
The sub menus for the Tools are: Reindex Table, Pack Table, Export Data, Import Data, Search and
Replace.
Window
The sub menus for the Window Menu are: Cascade, Tile Horizontal, Tile Vertical, Minimize All.
Help
The help menu will open the DRS2006 information window. This Window contains information and web
links that can be clicked on to connect to the DRS 2006 web site.
Navigating
When the DRS 2006 Database Utility first opens it will automatically connect to your database. On the
left side of the screen under the Database Toolbar is the Database Window. It displays the different
database files that are in DRS 2006.
To move between the files you have two options. You can select the database with your left mouse
button, or you can use the Up/Down arrow keys of your keyboard. The scroll control on the right side of
the window will move to the last database file or to the first database file when using the arrow bar on
the right. As you move through each database you will see the records change in the Records window.
You can resize the window by moving your mouse to a narrow location located between the Database
Window and Records Window. The mouse pointer will change the appearance of the arrow icon of the
mouse into a small icon that has two vertical lines with two arrows pointing in each direction. Once the

mouse appearance has changed, hold down the left mouse button and drag the window to the left or
right. When you have it the size you want, release the mouse button.

10. The DRS 2006 Autoplay Manager
The Autoplay Manager is the most powerful addition to the Professional version of the DRS 2006 System.
This module allows you to fully automate your radio program. "Walk away" radio automation at its very
best!

The Autoplay Manager is used to define a set of playlists, shuffle modes and special time based events or
mini playlists which will be automatically loaded and started in the On Air Studio Professional.
Planning your radio program
You can plan your complete radio program in advance. Each day consists of 24 slots in which playlists or
shuffle play modes can be loaded. The slots contain the information for every hour of the day and
several features can be set. You can mix them just the way you want to. You can even leave out some
hours or options of the hour. The Autoplay Manager will remain in the last mode it was set to. That
means that if you have set a shuffle play mode at 15:00 o'clock, skipped 16:00 o'clock and then set for
example a playlist at 17:00 o'clock, the Autoplay Manager will use your predefined shuffle mode from
15:00 to 17:00 o'clock. Then it will use your playlist from 17:00 o'clock on.
Setting a playlist mode
First you select a day on the left side of the Autoplay Manager. To load a playlist to a specific hour of the
selected day, you simply press on the folder symbol on the right of the desired hour. Now a dialog opens
and you can select any available playlist. If you would now activate the Autoplay Manager in the On Air
Studio Professional, the On Air Studio Professional would load this playlist at the specific hour and day
and begin to play it at the exact time you planned it.
If you press the 'Remove' button in the playlist time table, the playlist or shuffle play mode of this hour
will be removed.

Setting a shuffle play mode
If you press on the 'Shuffle' button in the row of a certain hour, the Shuffle Play Manager dialog will open
up. You handle this dialog exactly like the Autofill function of the Playlist Editor or the Shuffle Play
Manager (Shuffle Setup) of the On Air Studio Professional. An artist separation will always be activated
by default.

If you would now activate the Autoplay Manager in the On Air Studio Peofessional, the On Air Studio
Professional would load these settings in its Shuffle Play Manager and at the hour specified it would start
the shuffle play mode. Of course you can also load and save your rotations. You can use these rotations
in the Autoplay Manager, On Air Studio Professional and Playlist Editor.
The Event Manager
If you press the button marked 'Events' in any row, the Event Manager screen will open up. The Event
Manager is the same as in the On Air Studio Professional.

You can see the Event Manager as another additional player which is fully time based and which has a
higher priority than all other players in the complete system. The Event Manager is used to play jingles,
sweepers, liners, commercials and so on. You can even set up a row of events with the help of the mini
playlist feature. You can also set up or change these Events in the On Air Studio Professional module
while you are on air. You can also use the Event Manager even if you are not using the autoplay mode of
the Autoplay Manager.
In the Event Manager you can define twelve special events which will be played at the defined time
(minutes:seconds) of the hour. You can define the desired time with the sliders and arrows of every row.
You are also able to use the back timing function of the Event Manager to set the event time. It is done
by pressing the 'B' button. Back timing means that the DRS 2006 sets your events exactly before the
selected time. So let’s say you want your event to be finished at the full hour. To do so you set the slider
to '00:00' and then you press the 'B' button. If your event has a length of 15 seconds, the back timing
function will set the event to '59:45'. It will now be finished exactly at the full hour.
On the right side you can insert or remove any item of the database or mini playlists. For this procedure
the already known Database Search Engine is used. Simply press the 'I' button to insert a single item of
the database. If you want to insert a mini playlist, which can be created with the Playlist Editor, you
press the 'M' button. A dialog box will appear asking you to select the playlist you want to insert. A mini
playlist is similar to a normal playlist. For example you can use this feature to set up a 3 minutes
commercial block. When the On Air Studio Professional plays a single event, nothing will show on the
current playlist screen. When it reaches a mini playlist event though, the mini playlist will show on the
playlist screen. You can find out more about the mini playlists in the On Air Studio Professional section of
this manual.
Although there are twelve events that can be defined, you might not want to use all of them. If you for
example just want to use one event per hour, simply click on the 'R' buttons beside all the other events if the fields in the middle of the dialog are not already empty.
You can set the events either to the exact time or to the cue point of the current song. If you have
checked 'Exact', the On Air Studio Professional will interrupt the current song when the specified time is
reached and then play the event you have selected. The current title of the playlist will be faded out
immediately. After playing the event, the playlist continues with the next item. For example this can be
used to play a jingle every 15 minutes. If you don't want the current title to be interrupted you have to
check 'Cue' instead. Now the event will be played at the cue point out of the song which is currently
playing at the selected time.
If two programmed events overlap in the On Air Studio Professional, the second event will be ignored. If
you want to overlap events, you can use the mini playlist feature.
On the bottom of the Event Manager window there are two check boxes. Here you can turn the events
on or off during any mode.

You can also load or save already defined Event Stacks with the buttons in the lower left corner.
Note:
If you set up events in the Event Manager, don't forget to activate them! If the Events are activated they
will still remain if you remove the shuffle play mode or playlist in the main Autoplay Manager dialog by
pressing the 'Remove' button.

The Autoplay Manager controls
Like already mentioned, you can select the day you want to schedule in the left section of the Autoplay
Manager. If you have set up a schedule for the full week and the On Air Studio Professional has played
this full week, it will start over again.
You can work with the Autoplay Manager any time you want - even if the On Air Studio is working with it.

You can remove all playlists of a day at once by clicking the 'Remove day' button. You can also check the
Autoplay Integrity by pressing 'Check Integrity'. This will cause the Autoplay Manager to search for all
playlists you have inserted. If any playlist is missing the Autoplay Manager will indicate this. This feature
works in the same way as the 'Check Audio Integrity' feature of the Database Connector.
NOTE:
The Autoplay Manager module is only available in the Professional Package of the DRS 2006 digital audio
system.

11. The DRS 2006 On Air Analyzer
The On Air Analyzer module is only available in the Professional Version of the DRS 2006 digital audio
system and can best be described as a log of everything that has played in the On Air Radio Studio PRO,
On Air DJ Studio PRO and Virtual Cart Machine PRO. The On Air Analyzer will add an entry to the log each
time an item starts playing. The On Air Analyzer also includes a number of filters that can be used to find
the date and time of a particular item or filtered group that has been on air or played in any hour of any
day.

You can filter a single item or a group of items with just a few mouse clicks. The power and speed of the
search engine will quickly return the information you asked for from your archives in seconds. The On Air
Analyzer also includes an HTML Generator. The HTML file will be generated and then updated whenever
a new item begins to play in the On Air Radio Studio PRO, On Air DJ Studio PRO or Virtual Cart Machine
PRO.

Getting started with the On Air Analyzer
Start by opening the On Air Analyzer from the Launcher. Once the On Air Analyzer opens you are
presented with a large screen for viewing, the controls and filter options are located below the screen.
Before Starting
Before reading on with the next section locate the field titled 'HTML Playlist Generator' at the very
bottom of the screen. Mayke sure there is no check mark in the check box marked 'Activate' right beside
it. If there is a check mark in it click your left mouse button once to remove it. If this box is checked, the
other filters will be dimmed or disabled. The 'HTML Playlist Generator' will be described in the HTML
Playlist Generator section.

Filters
Anything that plays in the On Air Radio Studio PRO, On Air DJ Studio PRO or Virtual Cart Machine PRO
creates an entry in the On Air Analyzer and will be included in the log until removed. Locate the four text
boxes titled 'Filter Expressions' near the bottom of the screen. The text you enter in these boxes will be
used in conjunction with the 'Filter' check boxes and the 'Date Filter' check boxes.
Filter Expressions
To the right of the 'Filter Expressions' are four check box filters labeled 'Artist', 'Title', 'Comment' and
'Type'. There is a check box placed just to the left of each title.
Date Filter
To the right of the 'Filter' section is the 'Date Filter' section. Beneath the label 'Date Filter' are four
selector controls for the 'Year', 'Month', 'Date', and 'Hour'. Located just to the right of these controls are
the Date selector check boxes.
Using the Filters
Before using the filters it is important to understand how the filters work together. All filters work
together as a "AND" function. That means if you have the check box labeled 'Artist' "AND" the check box
labeled 'Title' selected , your search would return only those records that contain both expressions.

Artist Filter
Example: Suppose you want to search for an entry containing the artist "Dave Diamond". In the text box
beside the 'Artist' check box type the letter "D" and put a check mark in the 'Artist' box using your left
mouse button. The instant you set the check mark, DRS 2006 automatically starts searching in the log for
every artist starting with the letter "D".
If there are a lot of artist that begins with the letter "D" you can narrow or refine your search by typing in
additional letters. Adding the letter "A" will return only those Artist that begin with "Da". You can
continue typing in additional characters to refine your search.
Title Filter
The 'Title' filter works identical to the 'Artist' Filter except it searches for the title of an entry. Using the
previous example, type the letter "W" in the 'Title' text box and put a check mark in the 'Title' box. Your
list now returns every entry that contains an artist beginning with the letter "D" AND a title starting with
a "W".

Comment Filter
Referring to the Artist filter example, move down to the 'Comment' text box and type in the letter "W".
Put a check mark in the 'Comment' check box and watch the filter return only those entries that contain
artists beginning with the letter "D" AND the letter "W" as the first character of the comments.
Type Filter
The 'Type' filter works identical to the other filters except that you don't type in anything but instead
make a selection from the 'Types' that you defined in the Audio Manager. Simply select a 'Type' from the
drop down menu, put a check mark in the 'Type' box beside it and the filter search will return all items
containing the [artist AND title AND comment AND type] you previously selected.
Date Filters
The 'Date Filter' works identical to the other filters except that you use Up/Down arrow controls to select
the date. Once you put a mark in one or more of the check boxes the filter will return entries for any
hour, date, month or an entire year.
Example
Suppose you want to find everything that was played on the air on May 22, 2001. Uncheck all the boxes
in the 'Filter' section. Note that you don't need to remove the text because when you uncheck a box you
disable the corresponding text field. Now put a check mark in the box labeled 'Year'. Move the Up/down
arrows in the year selector until you reach 2001. Continue by putting a check mark in the 'Month' box
and then also put a check mark in the 'Day' box. Again using the Up/Down arrow controls set the month
to 5 and the day to 22.
The Screen now displays everything that played in the On Air Studio on May 22, 2001. To find the entries
for an exact hour simply check the 'Hour' box as well and select the hour you want to view.
Filter Summary
To use a filter function (e.g. 'Artist', 'Year') simply mark the corresponding check box. The result you get
is more refined the more boxes you have checked. Remember when you enable a filter you are telling
the search engine that you want to find XXXX "AND" YYYY.
If you leave every check box unmarked, then every entry that played in the On Air Studio, will be
displayed. The most recent entry will be placed at the bottom of the list.
Button Functions
Below the main screen on the left side you can find a clock. Below the clock is a vertical row of six
buttons. They are labeled 'Remove Item', 'Remove Filter', 'Export Logfile', 'Print Logfile', 'Reset and
Refresh' and 'Exit'.

Clock
The clock displays the computers system clock and is adjusted using Windows.
Remove Item
To remove a single entry, select the entry and then click on the button labeled 'Remove Item' to remove
it. Note: there is no warning that you are about to remove the entry. Once you click the 'Remove Item'
button the entry will immediately be removed.
Remove Filtered
Clicking the 'Remove Filtered' button will remove every item that you have showing on the screen that
was found using the filter. If you might need these entries later make sure to archive them before
removing any of them. Otherwise you remove them by clicking once on the 'Remove Filtered' button. A
popup window will appear asking 'Are You Sure?'. If you want to remove the entries click either 'Yes' to
remove the entries or 'Cancel' to abort.
Export Logfile
You can export the logfile to a disk or to another computer on your network by clicking on the 'Export
Logfile' button. When you export the logfile the entire log will be exported. If there are entries in the
logfile that you do not want included in the exported file you should use the 'Remove Item' or 'Remove
Filtered' functions prior to exporting the file. The file format has a .dbf extension. If you have Microsoft
Excel or any other program capable of reading a database file you can view the exported file format.
Print Logfile
To print the entire logfile simply click the 'Print Logfile' button, depending on the size of your log you
may not want to print the entire log but just a filtered portion of it. To print just the entries of interest do
a filtered search first. The print out will look exactly as it appears on the screen. In addition it will have
the words "DRS 2006 - On Air Analyzer" printed at the top of the page and the date and page number at
the bottom.
Reset and Refresh
If you are navigating in a large list and have removed a couple of entries, you can click on the 'Reset and
Refresh' button to re-organize the list to a known starting position in the Logfile.

Log Size
DRS 2006 will log every entry into the Playlist Log each time an item is played in the On Air Radio Studio
PRO, On Air DJ Studio PRO or Virtual Cart Machine PRO. Thus the Playlist Log grows larger with each
entry. After a while the log file might become quite large, consuming disk space with each entry. You
should then either move the entries to another storage media or remove them. You can use the filters to
selectively remove an entire year, month, day or hour. Just don't forget that th log file is there and
growing larger every day.
The Number of Filtered Items
At the bottom and to the extreme right side of the screen is a box titled 'Filtered Items'. The numerical
led can display eight digits (upto 99,999,999 items). The display shows the total amount of filtered
entries. If you want to see the total number of entries in the log, uncheck all the filter boxes. If you want
to find out how many entries you have for example for a particular sponsor, or how many times a song
played in a year, month, day or hour just apply the filters and the total number of filtered items will be
displayed.

The HTML Playlist Generator
The On Air Analyzer can generate a real time HTML playlist for your web server. Simply activate the
generator, set the location for the HTML file and name the file. You need to leave the DRS 2006 On Air
Analyzer module running to keep the HTML file updated.
At the bottom of the screen you can find a field titled 'HTML Playlist Generator' with a check box to the
right. When you put a check mark in the 'Activate' check box a HTML Playlist will be generated and
placed in the folder specified in the 'HTML Playlist Generator' field. You can easily change the folder and
file name by clicking on the folder icon and selecting a different folder and file name.
Click the folder icon to select the directory where you want to save the HTML file, give the HTML file a
name and click the 'Activate' check box. An HTML file will be created and saved in the folder specified.
The HTML file will list the last twenty playlist items. It updates with the start of each new item and will
place the most recently played item at the top of the list.
Note: When you activate the HTML playlist the other controls in On Air Analyzer become inactive. The
On Air Analyzer module must remain open to generate the HTML Playlist.

HTML Summary
The HTML Playlist generator will create an HTML file suitable for your web page and will update the
HTML file with the previous twenty items that recently played in the On Air Studio. The most recently
played item will be placed at the top of the list along with the time it was played and the artist and title.

You can edit the HTML file any way you like. Just make sure you don't alter the code within the marks <!-BEGIN--> and <!--END--> of the generated HTML file. Everything else can be edited and changed to suit
your needs. Check out our real time generated HTML playlist at WWRN - The Worldwide radio network.
Transferring The HTML file to Your Web Site
DRS 2006 will not transfer your HTML playlist file to a web server not located in your local network. If
your web server is at a remote location you will need to use an FTP program to transfer the file. There
are several excellent free FTP programs available everywhere on the Internet. Some programs will also
transfer the HTML file to your web site automatically.
New! Webcasting Kit also for 2.11
You can also use our new Webcasting Kit which works with 2.11 and also with Version 3.0. This software
is able to manipulate any file and also to upload it automatically to your website. Check out our
Interactive Development. All you need to do is to download the new Launcher of version 3.0. Now you
register here with your old key code. Then you download the Webcasting Kit and start it by double
clicking. All needed information is displayed on the top of this new module.

12. The DRS 2006 On Air Editor
The On Air Editor as the name implies, it is an editor that allows you to edit a studio while the studio is
On The Air. If you need to insert an item while the studio is on the air, you just select the studio you want
to edit and insert, move or remove an item. From a single location you can manage several remote
studio's with just a simple selection using the On Air Editor.

The On Air Editor can edit up to twenty separate studios. You can have one studio set up to be playing on
the air and a different studio set up to be playing an entirely different program either to the air or to the
internet. You edit each studio remotely using the On Air Editor.
If you are using Windows 95™, Windows 98™ or Windows Me™, you will not be able to open up more
than two modules at the same time on the same computer. If you have both the Launcher and the On Air
Studio modules open at the same time you will not be able to open the On Air Editor as well. To see the
actions that occur with the On Air Editor you will need to have the On Air Studio running on one machine
and the On Air Editor running on a different machine. This is a resource limitation in the Win95™,
Win98™ and WinMe™ operating systems not DRS 2006.
If you are running Windows 2000™ or Windows XP™ you will be able to open all three modules on the
same machine and at the same time.
Setting the On Air Studio
We are assuming that the On Air Studio is running on one computer and the On Air Editor on another (it
can be run on the same machine and at the same time using Windows 2000™ or Windows XP™ though).
In practice this would not be necessary since the On Air Editor is available in the On Air Studio as well.
Additionally if the On Air Editor module is opened for a particular On Air Editor the button inside that On
Air Studio labeled 'On Air Editor' (shortcut F6) will become inactive until the remote On Air Editor
module is closed for that studio.

Setting the Studio I.D.
To set the studio I.D. open the On Air Studio and click on the 'On Air Setup' button. A new window will
open up where you can see several settings that effect how the On Air Studio handles the items to be
played. For now, we are only interested in the 'Studio number'. In the upper left hand corner of the
window you can find the label 'This Is On Air Studio' and a number (consisting of two digits) right beside
it. Use the left or right arrow to assign the studio number. In this example we will set the studio number
to '01'.

Note: the On Air Editor will not be able to edit a particular studio, if the studio is not available. The
changes you make only take effect after the On Air Studio loads the next item. At this point you should
load a playlist and then start the On Air Studio.
On Air Editor
Now open the On Air Editor. Don't be concerned when a list briefly appears and disappears, you will be
able to view the list once we get connected to the correct studio.
In the On Air Editor locate the button 'Editor Setup' and click it once. A window will pop open giving you
the option to select the number of the 'On Air Studio' you want to edit. In this example select number
'01' and close the window (click on the button 'Save and Exit').

Now look at the status box in the lower portion of the On Air Editor screen just below the slider: the red
indicator should be active and the message 'On Air Studio ready for changes, Connected to On Air Studio
No.1' should be displayed.
Now go to the On Air Studio. Here you should see the message 'On Air Editor No.1 Online' and the red
indicator should also be illuminated.
Back in the On Air Editor look at the very top left portion of the On Air Editor screen and note that you
are able to view what is presently playing at the remote On Air Studio. The center screen display's those
items scheduled to play in the remote On Air Studio.

Editing the On Air Studio Playlist
Once you have connected to the studio, you can begin editing the list. Obviously, we cannot edit a song
that is currently playing, but we can change everything else. For example, insert an item to play in the
remote On Air Studio. Be sure you have enough time to get it inserted before the next item starts.

Use the mouse to select the position in the playlist where you want the item to be inserted and click
once. It will highlight in dark blue when selected. Now locate the 'Insert New Item' button near the
bottom of the screen. Click the button and your database will open. You can search for an item or just
select one from the list.
Click the item you want to insert and then click the 'Select' button. When you are back in the 'On Air
Editor' take a look at your play list. You should see the item you selected placed in the playlist at the
exact position you selected earlier.

If you want to move the item to a different position all you have to do is click on the button 'Move Up
Item' or 'Move Down Item'.
You can also remove an item from the playlist entirely if you select it with your mouse and then click on
the button 'Remove Item'.

To see the status of the On Air Studio that you are connected to, click on the button marked 'Go To
Current' and the playlist screen will jump to the currently playing item in the playlist.
To insert a 'DJ Break' you first have to set the slider in the middle of the lower portion of the screen to
the lenght of the DJ Break you want to insert. Then click on the button marked 'Insert DJ Break' to add
the break to the list. Remember that once a DJ Break has been inserted into the list, the current item
once finished will fade down and the system will stop and wait for the DJ.
A window will pop open allowing you to enter a comment for the DJ break. This should be something
descriptive as a reminder to the DJ.
Important: Once DRS 2006 detects a DJ break it will stop and not resume, until the DJ hits the 'Start'
Button. Once the 'Start' button has been clicked, the program will resume from the point it was stopped
and begin playing the next item in the list. It will continue in the same mode it was in before the DJ
break. If you were in 'Shuffle mode' then DRS 2006 would continue to shuffle using the same parameters
you set up for the Shuffle pattern. If you were using a 'Playlist' DRS 2006 would continue using the
playlist you have loaded.
Remember: If you make any changes in the On Air Editor you have to send it to the studio using the
'Send On Air' button before any change will take effect in the studio. Once the studio loads the next item
it will see the change in the list and adjust the list to the new change. Since the Playlist will only get
updated when the next item to be played gets loaded, you may not see the change appear in the list
right away.
Other Controls In the On Air Editor
'Reset & Refresh': Clicking on the 'Reset & Refresh' button updates the list to its current status based on
where the On Air Studio is at the moment you refresh.

'Audio Plugin': If you have the Audio Plugin installed you will be able to open the plugin by clicking on
this button.
The next items are associated with the play functions of the On Air Editor.

Note: Inside the On Air Editor you can play any item in the list without effecting the On Air Studio. The
function is to let you to listen to an item and edit it using the On Air Editor. In order to speed you along,
especially with music items, there is a special function available:
The 'Stop' and 'Start' button's will start an item playing or stop the item playing, there is no fade and the
selection starts and stops as soon as you click the buttons.
Jump to End
Locate the box titled 'Jumps to End' just to the left of the large 'Stop' button.
This is a terrific editing tool. To manage the playlist you need to listen to the items to best decide how
things will work together in the playlist. It would be too time consuming to have to sit and listen to every
song just to see how it sounds or ends.

Note: The Playlist Editor supplies similar functions as the On Air Editor. But although they share similar
functions, they do not operate exactly the same way. The Playlist Editor will play the first few seconds of
a song, then jump to the last few seconds of the song, and then start the next item in the list. The On Air
Editor on the contrary jumps to a point near the end of the song and then stops without starting the next
item.
The On Air Editor will start playing the song once the 'Start' button is clicked and will continue to play
until you click the 'Jump to End' button (shortcut F10). This will take you to the point in the song that is
close to the end. How close to the end you get depends on where you adjust the slider. A larger number
will play more of the item, while a smaller number takes you closer to the end of it. The default setting is
10. The left arrow increases the number while the right arrow decreases the number. The number
setting is equal to the approximate amount of time in seconds.
The last item of the On Air Editor not yet explained is the blue box with a large 'D' on it located right
above the 'Jump to End' button. This box will illuminate when there is a 'Dynamic Type' item placed in
the list. Since 'Dynamic Type' items don't have a defined time length the 'D' will show activity when the
total time is recalculated for the entire Playlist.

Summary:
The On Air Editor is a common editor that permits you to connect to any of twenty different studio
locations and change the playlist while the studio is on the air. The playlist at each individual studio does
not have to be the same and they can be sending different programs to different places.

It is possible for a station to send one program to the A.M. transmitter and have a totally different
format for the FM transmitter. Additionally a third system could provide another feed for the internet
and yet another for music on hold. The editor just provides a central location to access each studio
without the need to visit each one to make the changes.
Changes can easily be made on the fly from a single location without interrupting the program and with
no noticeable indication to the listening audience that anything was happening.

13. The DRS 2006 Audio Logger
The DRS 2006 Audio Logger is a digital sound recorder that will take input and create a wav file suitable
for playing in DRS 2006.

The operation of the Audio Logger is straightforward and makes creating a voice file easy. It is perfect for
recording news or weather reports and getting them inserted into the playlist rapidly. This is usually
created in a non-live studio, as part of a network. However its use is not restricted solely to non-live
studios.
Begin by opening the Audio Logger from the Launcher. Once the Audio Logger is opened you are
presented with a few controls and status displays. Starting at the top of the Audio Logger screen is the
information screen about the audio file.

Beneath the status screen titled 'Temporary Logfile' is the path where you select the location where the
audio file will be saved. This can be changed by clicking the folder icon to the right, and then navigating
to your audio directory. This may be a separate computer on your network or an additional hard drive.

The default location is "C:\DRS2006\AudioLogger.wav".

Next is the 'Recording Format of Logfile'. By using the drop down box you can select from various sample
rates and decide if the audio file should be recorded as a stereo or mono file. A good sample rate for
most applications is 44100Hz 16 Bit Stereo (near CD Quality audio). Roughly 10 minutes of .WAV audio at
this sample rate is equal to 10MB disc space. So it is a good idea to remove unused audio files once in a
while.
The drop down box titled 'Recording Audio Driver' depends on what audio drivers you have installed on
your computer. If you have more than one driver, select the driver you want to use for your recordings
here.
Located to the right of the drop down menu is a 'Volume' slider that will adjust the play back level of the
audio file. It is a playback function only and does not adjust the record level.
Another important function is the Mixer. Click on the button labeled 'Mixer' above the CD icon. Now
your Windows™ 'Play Control' settings screen should show up. You have to set the recording devices in
this dialog. The DRS 2006 Audio Logger will use these devices for recording. So of course you can set
more than one device, for example the mic and line in.
The three large buttons at the bottom are the familiar 'Play', 'Rec' and 'Stop' buttons.

RECORDING
Recording is really simple. A simple click on the 'Rec' button starts the recording and you can begin
speaking immediately. As you record the status window will incrementally display the size of the logfile
in kilobytes (KB). To stop the recording session simply click the 'Stop' button.

PLAYBACK
To playback or listen to the file you have just recorded, click the 'Play' button and you can listen to the
file you have just recorded. You can adjust the playback volume using the 'P1' slider control. The
playback position, playback duration and the logfile size will be displayed in the top status screen.
Audio Plugin
If you have the DRS 2006 Audio Plugin installed you can click on the 'Audio Plugin' button to change the
Audio Plugin settings for the audio file. These settings do not affect recording only playback.
Saving the file to DRS 2006
There are two different methods you can use to save the audio file to DRS 2006. The first method is
pretty straightforward so it will be described first. The second method is perfect for those that need to
create a news cast or weather report and get it into the playlist fast.
To save the audio file for later use, click on the 'Save Logfile As' button. A popup window will open
showing the audio directory. Type in the name of the new file and click on the 'Save' button. The file will
be saved in ".wav" format. Once you have saved the file you can add it to your database by using the
Audio Manger.
You can quickly make the new audio file available to the DRS 2006 playlist by going to the Audio
Manager in just a couple of quick mouse clicks. Click on the 'Export to DRS 2006' button and a pop up
screen will appear showing several options.

All data fields are analog to the fields in the Audio Manager.
The field titled 'Artist' shows by default the name "ALOG" followed by the date. An example would be
ALOG 05192001. You can change this to anything you like.
The field titled 'Comment' is for your comments and can be edited as you like.

In the field titled 'Information' you can enter information about the file. It will display 65 characters in a
row and two rows at a time - however you can enter more information if needed by simply continuing to
type. When the two row space is filled the next character will be wrapped to the third line and continue
until you have finished entering text.
To view the text beyond the second row, use the up/down arrow keys on your keyboard to move
between the rows. You can edit the text in any row. Only the first five rows of information will be shown
when viewed in the Audio Manager.
From the drop down box labeled 'Type' you can select any type from the types list you setup earlier using
the Audio Manager. If this is a file that changes often you would want to set the 'Type' as a 'Dynamic' file
type. For example if you have recorded a news file and you set the type to 'Dynamic', DRS 2006 will
automatically calculate the time of the file and adjust the playlist when it encounters it. If you keep the
same file name for example "news.wav" you can simply overwrite the old file with the new one and
you’re done!
The drop down box titled 'Destination Directory' displays the three audio paths you have set in the
Database Connector. Select one of these locations to save the file in. For example you may have set a
specific folder within your audio files directory named "News Items". This folder may be located in
"E:\Audio\News Items\". Select the path "E:\Audio\" from the drop down box and type in "\News Items"
in addition to save the file in this directory.
The field titled 'File Name' shows the name the file will be saved to. The default value is "ALOG" followed
by the creation date. For example a file created on May 19, 2001 would by default by saved as "ALOG
05192001.wav". Again if this is a file that changes hourly, just name the file the same way as the file you
are replacing it with and make sure you save it as a 'Dynamic' file type.
Once all your choices are made click on the 'Export' button at the bottom of the window and your file
will be saved and added to your DRS 2006 database at the same time.
You can insert the file you have just recorded into a playlist by using the Playlist Editor. If the audio file is
acceptable as it is, you can insert it into your playlist without a visit to the Audio Manger. If a file
currently exists in a playlist, for example "news.wav" you simply overwrite the old file with the new one
by saving it using the same name ("news.wav"). The newly recorded file will then be played in the
playlist.

